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Course Objectives

1. Learn how to utilize an audit tool to provide
assistance to employers trying to improve their
walkability
2. Practice a walkability assessment for employer
worksites
3. Understand the connection between walkability
and commuter transportation
4. Identify tools and resources used in conducting
walkability assessments
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Today’s Course Agenda
1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:20 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Provide Introductions
Learn how to conducting the Walkability Audit
Watch a video – Walking Meetings
Take a Snack Break
Conduct Group Walkability Audit
Stop Data Collection
Prepare group report and presentation
Present group reports (15 minutes)
Complete paper evaluations
Adjourn
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Walking Audit Groups
Group 1
Leader: Sara Hendricks
• Courtney Reynolds
• Kasey Cursey
• Raymond Freeman
• Michael Case
Group 2
Leader: Phil Winters
• Chris Speece
• Riccian Vidal
• Courtney Banker
• Larry Merritt

Group 3
Leader: Vanessa Wheeler

•
•
•
•

Cynthia Brown
Reginald Mells
Karen Kress
Newton Wilson

Group 4
Leader: Amy Lester
• Janell Damato
• Anthony Matonti
• Stephen Alianiello
• Christine Diaz‐Pagan
• Chris Weber
4
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Class Introductions
• Group Leader Introductions (CUTR)
– Phil Winters, Sara Hendricks, Amy
Lester, Vanessa Wheeler

• Group Introductions
– Within your group introduce yourself
•
•
•
•

Name
Organization
Is your current worksite walkable
When do you walk and why do you walk –
how many steps do you typically take per
day
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What is Worksite Walkability
 Walkability is the idea of quantifying the safety
and desirability of walking routes.
 At work, these routes can be streets and
sidewalks in between buildings, on a campus,
city blocks if in a downtown area, or even
walking on a nature trails.

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/worksite‐pa/toolkits/walkability/
6
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Why is Worksite Walkability
Important to TDM Professionals?

Employees will walk to and from:
• transit stops
• carpool or vanpool parking spots
• bicycle parking
• carshare locations
• an emergency ride home pickup
• lunch or coffee break
• exercise during the day
• and to various meetings!
7

Accessing the needs of
employees. . .
• Do employees walk to work or from the bus stop?
• Do employees walk to meetings, or drive?
• Do they walk for exercise or recreation at lunch or
during breaks?
• Do they walk to restaurants or parks to have lunch?
• Sometimes people don't walk at work because they
don't feel that the walking routes are safe or
convenient.

. . . if you don’t know ask
them!
8
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Are you a Pedestrian?
Noun
a person who goes or travels on foot; walker.
According to Florida state laws, any person “afoot”
is considered to be a pedestrian in Florida. This
means any person on foot, in a wheelchair, on a
skateboard or on roller skates is also considered a
pedestrian in Florida.
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Florida laws for pedestrians

316.130 Pedestrians; traffic regulations.
See handout

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL
=0300‐0399/0316/Sections/0316.130.html
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Activity

• Do you use the crosswalk?
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The Walkability Audit Tool

• A walkability audit tool is designed to broadly
assess pedestrian facilities, destinations, and
surroundings along and near a walking route and
identify specific improvements that would make
the route more attractive and useful to
pedestrians.

12
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Walkability Audit Tool
• Using a Walkability Audit can help you assess the
safety or attractiveness of the walking routes at your
worksite.
• An audit helps you map out the most commonly used
walking routes, and helps you identify the most
common safety hazards and inconveniences that can
keep employees from walking at work.
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Walkability Tools

• AARP Walk Audit Tool Kit
• Walkability Checklist: National Center for Safe
Routes to School
• Walk to Work Handbook (Seattle DOT)
• CDC Walkability Audit Tool

14
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How to Conduct an Audit – Step 1
Use the map of a St. Petersburg worksite in your
workbook for the audit. This map is for the worksite area
that you are assigned as a group to audit, including likely
pedestrian destinations, such as parking lots, nearby
restaurants, shops, parks, bikeshare, carshare, transit,
etc.
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Creating a Walking Route Map

• Determine the distance
• Identify potential routes and map them
online
• Explore existing routes
(examples: Strava, Plot My Route, Map My Walk, Google Maps)

16
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How to Conduct an Audit – Step 2
Decide, either by observation or inference, the most useful
or likely pedestrian route between each location of interest
on your map, eventually assembling a network of walking
segments that make up your most common walking routes.
Label these segments ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ or 1, 2, 3 to identify one
from the other.
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How to Conduct an Audit - Step 3
Next, as a group take the audit tool to your assigned
worksite. Take as many copies as you have identified
segments on your map—for example, if you have 4 segments
on your map, take 4 copies.
You will use a copy of the audit tool to assess each segment
individually. The tool assesses factors related to safety,
aesthetics, and recreational potential, (see glossary) with
safety being the most important.

18
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Key Terms

Accessibility
Walking routes should be compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
and should take into account the needs of the disabled, such as curb cuts
for easier wheelchair access to sidewalks.

http://www.fdot.gov/designsupport/ada/

Aesthetics
Walking routes that are visually attractive may be more appealing to
walkers. Hardscaping, such as walls and walkways, and landscaping, such
as trees and flowers, should be well maintained. Trees can help provide
shade and improve the appearance of the property.
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Key Terms

Connectivity
The extent to which the sidewalks and paths in an
area connect to each other and to desirable
destinations such as office buildings, stores, parks,
trails, etc. at convenient distances and without
encountering major hazards (such as a busy street
with no crosswalk); typically streets with short block
lengths connected in a grid pattern have higher
connectivity than areas with cul‐de‐sacs and long
block lengths.
20
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Key Terms

Recreational Potential
Walking routes at work can be used for more than just
moving in between buildings. Walking for recreation or
exercise is possible at many work sites, and even small
improvements may encourage employees to view the
walking routes as a way to increase their physical activity
level.
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Key Terms

Safety
In thinking about walkability at work, safety is of utmost
concern. Generally, this involves assessing the facilities that
separate cars and pedestrians, such as sidewalks, cross‐walks,
and signs and signals, and that walking surfaces are of high‐
quality and well maintained, to minimize the risk of injury to
walkers.

22
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Key Terms

Segments
It is often easier to identify and describe discrete
portions of the area under study, rather than discuss the
walkability of the whole campus, or city block. Identifying
segments, or the most likely or useful pedestrian route
between each location, can help gain a better
understanding of which locations are sufficient and
which need improvement.
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How to Conduct and Audit - Step 4
Begin with your first segment, and use the audit tool to rank
each feature, using the description provided. There are no
right or wrong answers, just pick the number that most
accurately represents your understanding of the segment.
Also answer the questions and provide additional comments
at the bottom of the audit tool, noting potential dangers and
improvements.
Example:
A. Pedestrian Facilities (High): presence of a suitable walking surface, such as a
sidewalk or path.
1 No permanent facilities; pedestrians walk in roadway or on dirt path
2
3
4
5 Continuous sidewalk on both sides of road, or completely away from
roads
24
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How to Conduct and Audit - Step 5
Once you have completed the audit form for all the segments
on your map, use the formula on Page 3 to create a numerical
score for each segment.
This score makes safety considerations the most important,
followed by things like accessibility and aesthetics (medium
importance) and finally shade (least important), and should
range from 0‐100. Calculate scores for all segments of your
map.
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How to Conduct and Audit - Step 6
Now input the scores from each segment on your map into
the scoring chart at the bottom of Page 3.
Segments are designated with scores of 0‐39 points as high‐
risk and unattractive (red), scores of 40‐69 as medium‐risk
and average or non‐descript looking (yellow) and 70 and
above as low‐risk and pleasant (green).
Scoring Chart:
Sum of High importance (A‐C): __________ x 3 = __________
Sum of Medium importance (D‐H): __________ x 2 = __________
Sum of Low importance (I): __________ x 1 = __________

26
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Scoring Chart Example
Trail Segment
A B C D E F G H I J
86 98 98 88 36 69 54 67 70 70
Total1
5 5 5 5 2 4 2 3 4 4
Facilities
4 5 5 4 2 4 4 3 3 4
Conflicts
4 5 5 5 1 3 2 4 4 3
Crosswalks
5 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 3 4
Maintenance
5 5 5 5 1 4 2 3 4 4
Size
5 5 5 3 1 4 1 3 4 3
Buffer
3 5 5 3 2 2 3 2 3 3
Access
4 4 4 5 2 3 3 4 3 3
Aesthetics
3 5 5 4 3 2 4 5 3 3
Shade
1
Trail segments A-D, I and J are safe and attractive for walking.
Trail segments F-H are moderately walkable.
Trail segment E is hazardous for walking.
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How to Conduct and Audit - Step 7
The questions you answer at the bottom of the audit tool
can help you prioritize your needs and wants for improving
the walking route.
1. What do you perceive is the most dangerous location along this segment?
The construction area that has no signage or temporary pedestrian access.

28
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Walk Score
https://www.walkscore.com/
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Walk Score
https://www.walkscore.com/
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Preparing Your Report
Example for Hotel Indigo
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Take Photos of Your Segments

32
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Got a Meeting Take a Walk!

https://www.ted.com/talks/nilofer_merchant_got_a_meeting_take_a_walk
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Snack Break!
Conduct the Audit

Time: 1 hour 15 minutes
• Conduct the audit and report
• Prepare presentation (15 minutes)
• Provide an “awesome presentation”
to the group

34
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Today’s Course Agenda
1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Introductions
Conducting the Walkability Audit
Video
Snack Break
Conduct Group Walkability Audit
Prepare report and presentation
Stop Data Collection
Group presentations (15 minutes)
Evaluations
Adjourn
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Class Presentations

15‐minutes per group
• Group 1
• Group 2
• Group 3
• Group 4

36
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Questions and Evaluation
Assessing Walkability for Worksites
Florida Commuter Choice Certificate Program
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida

Julie Bond, MPA
jmbond@cutr.usf.edu

Lucy Gonzalez, MPH
gonzalez@cutr.usf.edu

Visit us at: www.commuterservices.com
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